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The individual that always looks outside the box.
Derek strives to push the known boundaries of design
in both traditional, and non-traditional settings. With
strong passion and the willingness to go above and
beyond, he can find solutions to problems in the least
expected places. Known for being a team player,
Derek is creative under extreme and stressful working
conditions in any workplace environment.

Sortable Bing Keyword Ads
Sortable needed a way to bring clean, pixel accurate
mockups of their new Bing Keyword Ads to life.
These advertisements had to fit into already existing
websites and look like they were a part of the
regular user experience.
Each ad had a customized look and feel based
on the website it was associated with to various
degrees. Since these were mockups, they would
be used by sales to propose to the sites owners
to opt into this new program. They would also
be used by web developers to design the actual
system itself. Pixel perfect accuracy was key
because of this.

OpenText Tech Talk
As a result of the creation and the completion of
the OTTV (OpenText Television) Studio in Waterloo,
Ontario, OpenText desired a ROI (Return on
Investment), which resulted in the creation of
original programming.
A brand was needed for a new series of videos that
would connect the viewer to OpenText experts
while they learn about trends, technology, and
innovation. This brand would be called OpenText
Tech Talk. Working with the OTTV team and others
for creative input a technology focus look and feel
was created. This feel was inspired from circuits
from an electronic diagram.
This style also allowed the motion graphic designer
to be very creative in the creation of the intro
graphics and the background static image on the
television screens behind the speakers. Lower
third, sidebars, and full screen graphics were also
created to match previous videos and relate to the
new identity.

BlackBerry Z10 How To Demos
These BlackBerry Z10 How To Demos were
created to provide tutorial topics for the new
BlackBerry Z10. These videos are available at
demos.blackberry.com/Z10. A selection of videos
is available by clicking the pictures on the right.
Being a part of a team of highly creative individual
professionals, these videos were taken from the
conceptual stage all the way to the final end product.
Working with BlackBerry closely, these videos
displayed key features of the BlackBerry Z10.

OpenText Innovation Tour
OpenText Innovation Tour was a series of events
around the world that continued the discussion
from OpenText Enterprise World. These events were
tailored to the interests of the specific locations. The
event let visitors connect to OpenText Executives,
Experience OpenText products, participate in
breakout sessions, learn, and connect to others.
An event like this is a massive undertaking for
the entire Creative Services team at OpenText.
All the Innovation Tour stops, 17 total locations in
2015, were done in-house. All pieces created by
the global team had to be universal and directly
relate to one another across the world and across
language barriers. The Innovation Tour stops had
to have the same consistent look and feel.
For the 2015 OpenText Innovation Tour I was given
control of the Mumbai event, which included most
of the design conception and creation. I also
participated in creating designs for the following
Innovation Tour stops: New York, Toronto, Ottawa,
Calgary, Washington DC, Sydney, and São Paulo.
In 2018, I oversaw the design of the Munich
OpenText Innovation Tour stop. This included
most of the design conception and creation for
the specific stop.

OpenText Collateral
OpenText Collateral is specific collateral documents
for OpenText. Collateral followed a template so that
every piece being produced by Creative Services
would look like a single person created it. This
allowed the collateral to be in other languages
while being relatable to the original English version.
These collateral templates were changed and
updated throughout OpenText multiple times. I
was responsible for most of these changes and
making sure everything was following them. These
changes were ongoing with the creation of new
collateral pieces for OpenText.
Some collateral pieces (IE Success Story) had
to be approved by the third party the Success
Story was based on. This added another level of
complexity and approvals.

Acute Magazine
A new architectural fashion lifestyle magazine and
brand has been created. Its overall look and feel
is very clean and modern.
The Acute identity uses Ostrich Sans Black with
Ostrich Sans Condensed Light offset inside the
identity that adds a subtle 3-D feel.

Königstochter Beer Branding
A dynamic typographic solution was created for
the German Beer named Königstochter.
The identity was created with the intent to stack
type on top of one another like a medieval castle
wall on the Rhine. The signature crown was also
added to all of the bottle caps.

Telus Investor Fact Sheet
Following the theme of the Telus brand, this Telus
Investor Fact Sheet for the second quarter of 2011
was produced in English and French. The English
version is shown in the photographs.
The Telus Investor Fact Sheet’s layout was done
in such a manner that all investor information was
in a single field of vision to create a better user
experience. The animal theme for this entire piece
is Marine and Aquatic Life. Special attention was
made to the spacing of graphs, and the alignment
of information.

Goldfish Crackers Redesign
A redesign to Pepperidge Farm’s Goldfish line of
baked crackers.
The Goldfish characters are brought in line with
their new advertising campaign and were redone.
Special attention to the detail of these characters
was needed to make them relate, but also have
their own unique personality.

Sony Sustainable Packaging
The current Sony headphone packaging needed a
sustainable take on itself. Therefore, a single sheet
of paper package was devised to give this option.
Sony already used a paper tab system to lock the
package together while it was encased in plastic.
By using this same paper tab system, these paper
tabs would lock into the packaging for security
and transport.
Visualizer bars in the background are used through
the entire packaging, and the wires for the stereo
headphones are mimicking sound waves.

Moshe Safdie Event
A poster and media piece were made for an event
at the CCA (Canadian Centre of Architecture) in
Montreal on Moshe Safdie.
This event would focus on his modular work.
All information is broken up into categories for
ease of reading and so that it is easier to get
any information needed. The square pattern
represents Moshe Safdie’s modular designs
throughout the times with references to Habitat 67
and other buildings.

Leonardo Book Redesign
Leonardo by Maria Costantino was redesigned
from its original iteration to improve its layout and
typographic hierarchy.
Using the same rule of thirds that the master used
throughout his paintings, the book’s layout took
shape around these principles.
The type treatment used was justified with old-style
figures and small caps. Warnock Pro was used
extensively throughout the entire book.

Sketchbook Project 2012
A poster and an iPad solution were created for The
Sketchbook Project 2012 World Tour. It would be
used to promote the tour and also promote the
new iPad app made for the tour and the overall
Sketchbook Project.
Using triangles, a new typeface was created to
relate to the iPad app addition to the tour. This
typeface created a pattern that is used throughout
the entire app.
The app would use existing frameworks provided
by Apple to provide an easily recognizable app
environment so that users of other iPad apps
would be able to pick this app up and be able
to use it. The app would use The Sketchbook
Project’s current resources and their extensive preexisting Digital Library. Since every sketchbook
has a barcode, the barcode scanner built into
the app would be able to bring up information
on any sketchbook and bring up its Digital Library
version if the owner paid for it.
If you would like to see high resolution renders of
each iPad app screen and the renders of the other
screens not shown, click here to download a PDF.

Audi R8 Mailer
This mailer is for new owners of the Audi R8. It
is meant to be a first response to their purchase
before their Audi R8 Welcome Kit arrives. It is also
meant to be a last chance to be able to change
their car before it is finalized.
The secondary objective is to get the customer
to purchase the Audi Driving Experience, which
is Audi’s driver training program.
The slipcover of the mailer is meant to show the
customer a stock Audi R8. Then the slipcover
unveils the customers own personalized Audi R8.
Personalization would continue inside the booklet.

OpenText Internet Banners
For every event, session, webinar, campaign, etc.
that OpenText produces, there is almost always
corresponding advertisements needed for the web.
These are just some of the very many OpenText
Internet Banners that I produced for OpenText.
The events range from the OpenText Innovation
Tour to very specific products and services.
All the banners followed a standard template based
on the event type or what was being shown. Most
of the banners had their own branding and this
branding was also shown throughout the banners.
This related the advertisement to the final destination
of the link provided when you clicked the banner.

OpenText 2015 ARMA Canada Conference
A simple leave behind at the 2015 ARMA Canada
Conference event in Calgary Alberta. This postcardsized advertisement would give the end-user quick
and easy information on the EDRM OpenText
session at the 2015 ARMA Canada Conference.
The branding used for this leave behind was the
previous year’s Enterprise World. This use of the
previous branding related the two different events
and brought some familiarity to the advertisement
for the end user.

BlackBerry Q10 How To Demos
These BlackBerry Q10 How To Demos were
created to provide tutorial topics for the new
BlackBerry Q10. These videos are available at
demos.blackberry.com/Q10. A selection of videos
is available by clicking the pictures on the right.
Like the BlackBerry Z10 How To Demos, these
BlackBerry Q10 How To Demos were created to
show key features of the BlackBerry Q10. For
example, its addition of a physical keyboard versus
the BlackBerry Z10’s virtual keyboard. Working very
closely with BlackBerry once again, these videos
were taken from the conceptual stage all the way
to the final end product.

OpenText Enterprise World 2017
OpenText Enterprise World is the biggest event
that OpenText puts on every year. New products
are released every year during this time. The 2017
version was very special since the new OpenText
brand was unveiled to the public.
From the smallest pen to the largest banner,
everything was done in-house at the same time
as rebranding the company. Everything had to be
perfect. This was a global team effort, and this
cannot be understated.
I was given a fair amount of control and helped
a variety of teams create their assets. I had to
make sure that any end-user could very easily
understand wayfinding signage and be able to
find the information they wanted quickly. At the
same time, I also had to make sure everything
was on brand.

OpenText Creative Services UX Design System
For tier 1 events, a new and creative look and feel
was required at OpenText. New technologies have
become available and now was the time to apply
them to the new design system. The new design
system had to be easy to use and easy to
understand while being brand-complaint with
the new brand that had just been unveiled. For
this task, Figma was selected as the prototyping
tool that the team would use going forward.
For e-mails, user experience was a key factor in
the choice of a 2 to 4 column layout in the design
system. Also, the ability to have everything as live
text to help with accessibility was crucial. High
contrasting colours were also applied to help with
the digestion of the information in the e-mail and to
help with the sorting of information. Similar elements
were carried through every e-mail to give the end
user a sense of familiarity with each new e-mail
they receive.
On the web side of the design system, the ability
to create pixel accurate mockups quickly and
effortlessly was needed. Rapid asset creation for
web and mobile apps would also become another
way to use the design system. This system is
forever evolving everyday so be on the lookout
for updates.
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